Most Trusted and Accurate Flight Planning for Corporate Flight Departments
Planning your flight on your PC has never been easier. When combined with the JeppPlan® flight planning engine and Jeppesen NavData®, JetPlanner turns your personal computer into a full-powered flight planner complete with Jeppesen weather graphics. Plan your flight, overlay weather and even file it right from your PC.

JetPlanner 3.x
- Access to IFR approach charts with JeppView® installed
- Dispatch view
- Weather monitoring and alerting

Flight Planning
- JetPlan—providing optimized flight planning for airlines and corporate operators for over 30 years
- Full 4-D optimization using NWS and UKMO global numerical weather forecast data—saves you time and money
- ETOPS/LROPS compliant flight plans
- ERAD compliant flight plans for European routing
- Robust routing options, including NRP, CDR, preferred routes, oceanic track routes (NAT, PAC-OTS, Hawaiian), GPS direct, airways, VOR/NDB, and airports
- Optional weight and balance systems
- Powerloader and eLoadsheet make calculating weight and distribution for your aircraft a snap
- Fuel tankering analysis—tanker fuel or purchase fuel for the next leg of your trip
- 7x24 Support
- Member of the NBAA Flight Planning Desk—provides you with the latest FAA delay and routing information
- Fax, e-mail and ACARS delivery of flight plans
- Application allows you to rubber band route, overlay flight plans with enroute map data and current or forecast weather
- Dispatch view allows easy monitoring of current and post flights, re-run plans, print and forward plans, weather and messages

Weather
- Global graphic and textual weather information for over 30 years
- Staff of professional aviation meteorologists who create aviation specific maps, and provide customized briefings
- Worldwide turbulence and icing forecast maps
- NEXRAD radar forecast maps
- Worldwide lightning data
- Vector weather graphics format allows you to overlay vector weather layers with flight plan and enroute navigation data
- QICP Certification from FAA allows FAR Part 121 and 135 operators to use Jeppesen weather via the web for operational flights
- Application allows you to monitor and alert when airport weather goes below user-specified criteria
Jeppesen JetPlanner

NOTAMs
- Global NOTAM information in a consistent format
- Delivery of all Class I, US D, Military FDC, SNOWTAM NOTAM information
- Robust filtering capability by airport/FIR, NOTAM type, Q-codes, date and time, and altitude

Spend Less Time On-Line
- Off-line request building and time-trigger capabilities mean less time spent on-line.
- Save money by using your own ISP or network to connect to JetPlan.com.

Spend Less Time Planning Your Flight and More Time Flying It
It’s simple. A great flight doesn’t happen without great flight planning. Jeppesen JetPlanner gives you the tools to plan your flight down to the smallest detail. That means no surprises, a great trip and happy passengers. And that makes us all happy.
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